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Air quality hazards 

defined by CalEPA/
CARB with 

recommendations for 
health protective buffer 

zones to separate these 

hazards from sensitive 
populations  

Developed as part of a research contract from EPA Region 9 

Partnered with Dr. Paul English, CA DPH EHIB  

California Environmental Health Tracking Program's (CEHTP) Traffic Volume 

Linkage Tool (http://www.ehib.org/traffic_tool.jsp) 

Tool uses 2004 CalTrans Highway Performance Monitoring System 

 monitoring data to produce a distance-weighted estimate of how 

 much traffic pass near a given point location.   

The estimate is calculated using traffic data on roadways within a  circular 

 buffer  - SU (vehicles/day)  

We computed SU for a network of point locations within census blocks, 

 that were later aggregated to the tract level.   
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Statewide 1000m grid of points  

Divided census blocks into two populations: 

“large” blocks – contain two or more grid points 

“small” blocks – all remaining blocks   

Calculated SU using the geographic center of each 

 “small” block and a buffer radius of 300m.   

The resulting SU value is the traffic exposure metric for each of 

 the “small” census blocks. 

Calculated SU for all 1000m grid points located inside the 

 “large” blocks  

“small” blocks 

“large” blocks 

1000m grid 

Grid polygons 
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“Large” census blocks intersected with 1000m grid polygons 
to  create “sliver” polygons 

Each large block composed of two or more slivers. 

Each sliver has traffic SU value calculated at center point of grid cell 

Calculate a “weighted SU” value for each large block 
 reflecting residential population concentrations 

Assume that most people live near roads, so used roadway 
 density in the weighting procedure 

Isolated all roadway vectors within each sliver 

Length of roadway segments were summed for each sliver 

Calculated “weighted SU” for each block 
Percentage of total roadway length in each sliver as compared to 

 all roadways in a given census block. 

“large” block 

composed of 
two slivers 

“small block” 

1000m grid 
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1000m grid 

Roadway 

network 

Grid cell center 

with SU value 

Roadway 

Segments 
Inside block 

Sum length: 
2029m vs. 3093m 
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Calculated “weighting factor” for each sliver 

% of total roadway length 

2029/(2029 + 3093) = 0.396  (0.604) 

The “weighting factor” is multiplied by its SU value 

These values summed by census block to produce 

 a weighted SU for each census block. 

(0.396*342,220)+(0.604*176,910)  = 242,373  
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We tested 3 different methods 

Top 10% Method 

Traffic Score Method 

Alternate Method 

Via Land Use / Hazard 

Proximity Component 

Via Health Risk/ 

Exposure Component 
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Tag census blocks in the top 10% in terms of 

traffic counts (wtd SU) across entire state 

Add one point to distance weighted hazard 

count for CI polygons in “top 10%” census 

blocks 

Same procedure as before to bring CI 

polygon hazard counts to the tract level, 

before ranking into quintiles (1-5) 

SU = 84,467 

Top 10% 
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~Top 10% 

of blocks 

~Top 10% 

of blocks 
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Rank census blocks into 5 categories using 
Jenks’ natural breaks 

Add two points to distance weighted hazard 
count for CI polygons in the highest 3 
categories (~top 7% of census blocks) and 
one point for blocks in the next highest 
category (~next 19% of census blocks) 

Same procedure as before to bring CI 
polygon hazard counts to the tract level, 
before ranking into quintiles (1-5) 

+2  

+1  

Add to CI 

polygon 
distance 

wtd. hazard 
count: 
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Bring traffic counts (weighted SU) to the tract 

level 
Assign the block level traffic count to each CI polygon 

Estimate population in each CI polygon, based on its share of the 

total residential and sensitive land use area in the census block 

Take the population weighted average of the traffic counts across 

the CI Polygons within each census tract 

Include tract-level traffic count in the Health 

Risk/Exposure component in the same fashion 

as the other 5 metrics 
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No drastic change in scores (larger changes under 

Traffic Score Method) 

Because the CI scores are relative to the region, 

what goes up (in one tract) must come down (in 

another) 

Including traffic via Health Risk/Exposure 

component results in smaller increases – probably 

because traffic is more correlated with the other 

metrics in this category than it is with the location of 

point hazards and other  hazardous land uses 
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We think including traffic in the Land Use/Hazard 

proximity component makes sense 

From regulatory standpoint, the local impacts are more a function of 

land use decisions than air quality regulation 

More value added to CI Score – appears to be less correlated with 

other metrics in the Land Use/Hazard Proximity component 

Top 10% method is our recommended approach 

More consistent with the way other hazards and hazardous 

land uses are scored – involves less of a “judgment call” 

Transparent / easy to understand 
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